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How can one get the best of both worlds?
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PSA:

For a PSA layer with Nh heads,
➔  ∆𝒉 is the position which attention head 𝒉 pays most attention to relative to the query patch.
➔ 𝜶𝒉 determines how focused the attention is around the query patch.
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● Normalize summation
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ConViT in comparison to ViT:

● Same as ViT, except in first 10 blocks SA layers are replaced by GPSA.

● Since GPSA layers involve positional attention, it is not suitable to insert the class token as in 
regular ViT. The class token is thus appended to the patches after the last GPSA layer.



Training details and Performance Comparison 
between ViT (DeiT) and ConViT 



Training details

ConViT is based on DeiT, which was chosen for its training efficiency

Several models were built with different number of attention heads to 
mimic the size of the convolutional filters

All hyperparameters were unchanged from DeiT to ensure performance 
boost was due to convolution not other factors

Distillation



ConViT consistently outperforms DeiT 
(model it was based on) on any amount of 
parameters and flops. 



Distillation

ConViT is compatible with 
ResMLP distillation with no 
additional modifications. It 
can be distilled without being 
passed through a pre-trained 
Convolutional network.

With distillation ConViT S+ can 
reach 82.9% top-1 accuracy



Sample efficiency

ConViT doesn’t suffer as much from 
decreased training size.



Investigating the role of locality



Quantitative definition of `non-locality`



Average through multi-head attention



Investigating non-locality of ViT learned from CNN



The ViT structure, built without convolution, is 
encouraged to learn locality in early layers.



GPSA is still encouraged to learn locality without CNN bias



Investigate the gating parameter



Strong locality is desirable



Brief summary

1. Locality is desirable for providing better accuracy.

2. Attention-based structure (ViT) can still learn locality.

3. ConViT learns locality flexibly and effectively, via GPSA.



Ablation



Maybe Conv init. is even important than the gating?


